Forthcoming in *Language Teaching*

State-of-the-art Articles

**Jennifer Jenkins with Alessia Cogo & Martin Dewey** on English as a Lingua Franca

A Language in Focus

**Yoshiko Mori & Junko Mori** on L2 Japanese

A Country in Focus

**Cem Alptekin & Sibel Tatar** on Turkey

Plenary Speeches¹

**Robert O’Dowd** on Online foreign language interaction: Moving from the periphery to the core of foreign language education?

**Claire Kramsch** on The symbolic dimensions of the intercultural

Research Timelines

**Tracey Derwing & Murray Munro** on Pronunciation learning and teaching

Thinking allowed

**David Little** on The *Common European Framework of References for Languages*: a research agenda

**Paul Nation** on Vocabulary research into practice

¹ Plenary speeches currently available online ahead of print publication can be read in First View Articles, via journals.cambridge.org/lta